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Microbe-based computing

Fascinating challenge to incorporate the survival strategies of 
microbial cells into computing

- Survival strategies ................... Autonomous adaptation / optimization
- Diversity of characteristics ...... Robustness for condition changes 
- Group of single cells ................ Decentralized autonomous multi agents
- Photophobic behaviors ............ Interface to Si-based computing

Euglena cells



Movements of microbial cells reminds me of .....
Ants

Optimum trail formation via pheromone (Ant colony optimization)

・ Pheromone : a chemical that induces social responses in member 
of the same species.

If we can introduce the pheromone effects on microbial cells artificially,
more flexible & compact experiment system will be realized.



Artificial pheromone via optical feedback

Control the movements of Euglena cells by light illumination

・ Euglena cells show photophobicity, but not explicit communication 
between each.

・ Swimming traces of Euglena cells can be monitored with video 
monitoring system.

Inhibition by blue light

Image processing:
・ Cell movements
・ Trail accumulation
・ Light illumination



Pheromone feedback procedure

Image processing & light illumination (negative pheromone)

Real image            Trace image        Pheromone image Illumination

Accumulation and evaporation of pheromone can be controlled arbitrary.

Irradiation of blue light pattern from a PC-projector through reduction lens



Experimental results

Negative/Positive pheromone trials

Negative pheromone Positive pheromone

Basic pheromone-like effect has been elucidated.



Summary

・ Non-uniform distribution and transition
..... formation/transition of 2D community network

・ With fixed and steady stations
..... connection between stations

・ Difference in the social behavior of the species

..... purpose, food station, nest

・ Optical feedback according to swimming traces
..... positive or negative pheromone effects

Artificial pheromone

Distribution of Euglena cells with positive pheromone

Difference from ant colony pheromone


